Many Japanese still have a hard time communicating in English even after six years of studying despite their knowledge of the language. One reason might be that English classes in many high schools are still mainly focused on knowledge explicitly taught with much less attention on the use of the knowledge. In this way, error correction has remained a main concern for teachers. Focusing on the use of the target language is now in demand in the language classroom to improve learners’ oral competence.
Task-based language learning, which uses language in the process of task completion, is one way to give learners opportunities to use the language. Some research on language fluency, accuracy, and complexity in learners’ speech data has been introduced: a dual competence system of fluency, accuracy, complexity, and their trade-offs in learners’ focus of attention (Foster & Skehan, 1996); the different proportion of them by task types (Skehan 2001); the effects of repetition of the same task and the repetition of the same task type on fluency, accuracy, and complexity (Bygate 2001); the emergence of them in learners’ oral and written production in repeated tasks (Larsen-Freeman 2006). Fluency was measured by the number of pauses per c-unit (Skehan 2001), by the number of pauses per t-unit (Bygate 2001), and by the average number of words per t-unit (Larsen-Freeman 2006). Larsen-Freeman also qualitatively examined individual differences and the relation between the instability of language and a phase shift in the language learning system.

Following previous research, I quantitatively examined how learners’ language production changed through task-based language learning in terms of fluency, accuracy, and complexity, and also qualitatively explored how their language use changed over two years (Nakamura 2007a; 2007b). Several types of pauses and time-creating devices such as repetitions and self-repairs were observed to be used by learners, and also individual differences were seen in the use of them (Nakamura, 2008). In this paper, I would like to see how learners’ language changes in terms of fluency in immediate task repetitions in a poster carousel task.

Knowledge into active language use

One of the goals of second language learning is to be able to use the language without form/lexis searching. Researchers and language teachers have been searching for the best way to convert explicitly taught knowledge into actually usable knowledge: progress from declarative to procedural (Anderson 1982; Johnson 1996); i.e., shift knowing that (such as grammar and vocabulary) to knowing how (as shown by speaking and writing). Johnson mentions that “this distinction will cause no problems to most language teachers, who know well that knowing about English grammar is quite a different proposition from being able to use it” (p. 82).

Students who have learned English language focusing on grammar and translation have worked on building up declarative knowledge but seem not to have had many chances to orally use the language. This might be a reason why many language learners in Japan cannot use the language after many years of studying.

Bygate and Samuda (2005) claim that “a common learning and teaching problem is to get learners to integrate knowledge that is available to them into their active language use” (p. 37). They suggest that combining both strategic and on-line planning is one solution to this problem. Learners’ experience of task processing with both strategic and on-line planning seems to help proceduralize the language knowledge. Bygate (2005), however, assumes “both declarative and procedural knowledge are needed at all phases, though that the user can exploit explicit declarative knowledge at times, which subsequently needs to be made implicit” (p. 116). He explains the process of language learning as follows:
the greater part of the learning process is concerned with developing strategic goal-oriented action, and building up sufficient amounts of experience for the learner to be able to operate intuitively. ... the phases oriented to the development of strategic and intuitive operation are seen as grounded in initial mastery of a number of relevant moves. (p. 116)

A poster carousel task is one such example. Learners explicitly study the content by preparing a poster, but when explaining it, they have to operate intuitively. As the name suggests, in this task learners go around and visit posters asking questions which the host students answer about each of the posters. The purpose of this task is to give learners an opportunity to repeatedly use their knowledge.

Some might be suspicious of such a task where learners may repeatedly make mistakes without any error corrections by their teacher. Lynch and Maclean (2001) argue in their research on the poster carousel that “learners gain from the particular sort of retrial available to them during the carousel, even without teacher intervention” (p. 159). Lynch and Maclean (2000; 2001) found evidence of learners’ attention to language (such as self-corrections of vocabulary, pronunciation, and forms, and also corrections of pronunciation and grammar by the interlocutor), attention to content, and linguistic improvements. They found that higher-level learners consciously changed their English during the carousel while lower-level learners were not aware of those changes.

Task repetitions seem to have effects on learners’ language especially on accuracy, according to Lynch and Maclean. Then, how do they have effects on fluency? Learners’ language might be influenced by their interlocutor. Larsen-Freeman (2006) reports that “individual developmental paths, each with all its variation, may be quite different from one another, even though in a ‘grand sweep’ view these developmental paths are quite similar” (p. 594). Even though learners’ language output altogether shows a certain characteristic, their language output would be influenced by their interlocutor due to the nature of conversation, a co-constructed event of two speakers. Nakamura (2006) also finds that “participants have displayed a resilient collaborative power to find ways to overcome interactional problems” (p. 277).

Then how does learners’ language output change over successive cycles of the task? If learners’ individual differences affect their interlocutor’s language output, do the speakers’ speech rates change according to who their interlocutor is? Do learners really repair or reformulate their language through task repetitions without teacher intervention? I would like to see how learners’ language is affected by task repetitions in terms of mainly fluency and if they really reformulate their language without teacher intervention.

**Study**

**Participants**

Following Lynch and Maclean, I set up a poster carousel task for six pairs of Korean and Japanese students: six male Korean students and six female Japanese students who are studying in a Japanese university. Their language proficiency
levels are between pre-intermediate and pre-advance. (e.g., Step test pre-2nd - 2nd grade, TOEFL CBT 170-210, TOEIC 500-660). In addition, four Japanese participants have home-stay experience and one Korean student has experience living in English speaking country.

Task: ‘Poster Carousel’

The theme of the task is “Korean and Japanese Cultures.” Before starting the task, six Korean and Japanese pairs were formed and each participant made a poster based on that person’s culture, on the same topic of their partner’s in advance. The topics are sports, games, movies, food, hobby, and campus life.

First, each partner by turn explains his/her poster to the other person in the pair (Cycle 1). Then, for the first round Japanese students visit other posters asking questions one by one, while Korean students stay at their base to answer visitors’ questions (Cycle 2-6). After Japanese students come back to their base, they rotate the roles of host and visitor. For the second round, Korean students visit other posters, while Japanese students stay at their base as hosts (Cycle 2-6). Each cycle (visit) is five minutes for visitors asking questions about the poster, except for the first cycle, in which partners explain their poster to each other (Cycle 1). This cycle is 10 minutes. After finishing the task, they fill out a questionnaire and discuss the merit of doing this task.

Hypotheses

1. Learners’ use of unfilled pauses decreases through task repetitions.
2. Learners’ speech rates increase through task repetitions.
3. Aspects of learners’ language change by the interlocutors’ speech.
4. Learners repair their language over successive cycles of the task.
5. Learners reformulate their language over successive cycles of the task.

Methodology

First, how learners’ language output changed over successive cycles of the task was quantitatively seen with the average speech rate (the number of words/second) and pause/time ratio (percentage of overall time spent pausing) in turns with over 10 words or over 20 seconds in learners’ transcribed speech data. In my previous research (Nakamura, 2008), pauses are seen not only to search for words or forms but also to think of reasons, contents, and other purposes (e.g., for emphasis). To avoid those pauses for other reasons except for words or form searching, I prepared Korean students with a speech presentation on the same topic as that of the poster carousel before this task was carried out. In this way they have enough information about the topic. Furthermore, pauses to see posters or to wait for their interlocutor to understand (such as pauses between turns) were not counted. Non-lexicalized sound reactions to the interlocutor were also separated from filled pauses.

Second, pair speech rates and also the numbers of different lengths of turns (1-4, 5-9, 10-19, 20-29, and over 30 words)
produced in the interaction with different interlocutors were compared. Interlocutors’ positive/negative effects on learners’ language output would be seen in the changes of pair speech rates and the choice of different lengths of turns.

Finally, how learners’ language output changed through task repetition was qualitatively examined to see if they repair or reformulate their language and how their use of time-creating devices change over time.

Results

A grand sweep view and individual differences

Figure 1 shows the average speech rate and pause/time ratio in over 10 words or over 20 seconds/turn of all the students’ language output. The average learners’ speech rate gradually increases, while the average pause/time ratio gradually decreases over successive cycles as predicted. The t-test of pause/time ratios between 1st and 6th cycles showed significant difference (p=.006), while the speech rate did not show any statistical difference, which means the transition of individual learners’ speech rates has variation, possibly influenced by their interlocutor.

Though in the grand sweep view, the transition of learners’ speech rates looks similar, pair speech rates with different interlocutors show some variation. Figure 2 shows pair speech rates of Korean student hosts (A, B, C) with six Japanese student visitors, and Figure 3 shows those of Japanese student hosts (D, E, F) with six Korean student visitors. There are some salient differences seen in the two graphs, especially in the combinations of Korean student hosts with Japanese student E (E), and Japanese student hosts with Korean student B (B). Pair speech rate of A with E increased to 1.16 (average: 1.09), while that of B with E dropped to 0.74 (average: 1.08). On the other hand, the speech rate of D with B is 1.50 (average: 0.98), while E with B is 0.74 (average: 0.89). Students B and E possibly affected their interlocutors’ speech rates.

Now, let us look at it from a different angle. Figures 4 and 5 show the average number of turns with different lengths (1-4, 5-9, 10-19, 20-29, and over 30 words/turn) produced in the sessions with six interlocutors. We can see B and E have a trend to talk in longer turns, which corresponds to the ones who could have affected pair speech rates. On the other hand, C and D tend to talk in relatively shorter turns. Learners’ use of different lengths of turns seems to give some positive/negative effects on their interlocutor’s choice of the lengths of turns.

Figure 6 and 7 show an example of how a speaker, who tends to speak in long turns, is influenced by different types of interlocutors. The Figure 6 shows the use of the different lengths of turns by Korean students in the interaction with E, who is a long turn speaker. A and C’s choice of the lengths of turns were not influenced by E. However, the type of turns used by B, another long turn speaker, was greatly effected by this interlocutor. On the other hand, B’s use of long turns is obviously seen in the interaction with D, who tends to speak in short turns (see Figure 7).
Figure 1. Speech rate & Pause/time ratio in over 10 words or 20 seconds/turn

Figure 2. Pair speech rates (Korean student hosts)

Figure 3. Pair speech rates (Japanese student hosts)

Figure 4. The average number of turns with different lengths (Korean student hosts)
Effects of task repetitions

Some research on the effects of task repetitions has been reported to date (Bygate, 2001; 2006; Bygate & Samuda, 2005; Lynch & Maclean, 2000; 2001; Larsen-Freeman, 2006). In this study we qualitatively examine about how the patterns of pauses and other devices used by learners change and how they reformulate their language through task repetitions in learners’ transcribed speech data.

Example 1: In the case of D

The following excerpts are learners’ speech samples of talking about computer games. Excerpt 1 is from the first cycle and Excerpt 2 is from the fifth cycle of the carousel. Excerpt 1 shows the interaction of Japanese student D (host)
and Korean student A (host). They explain their posters to each other in this cycle. D is asking A about types of on-line computer games in Korea. She has to explain them later if visitors ask her about them.

**Excerpt 1: Cycle 1**

1. A: Do you have any questions for my poster? (3 sec. 8 words)
2. D: (2) [Mu:::m] (4) [mu:::m] hha. (3) Why (1) **why** name carrier mode match mode (2) **ma**
3. [umm](4) match no hantai wa carrier ja naijan (the opposite of ‘match’ is not ‘carrier’). (32 sec. 6 words, PA: 16 sec, SR: 0.19, PR: 0.5)
4. A: Huh?
5. D: match no hantai wa carrier ja naijan (the opposite of ‘match’ is not ‘carrier’). *Tsuino*
6. bun (the counterpart).
7. A: Uh, (1) [u:::h] [uh] Korean mode is (1) in ma (2) [u:::h] Korean mode is (2) it is na Korean
8. **mode** is match mode no (2) hantai (opposite of it). (20 sec. 5 words, PA: 8 sec, SR: 0.28, PR: 0.4)
9. D: Hantai? (opposite?) Hhhh
10. A: Uh Korean mode means **it means** I manage my team. (7 sec. 9 words)
11. D: See? (1 sec)
12. A: my **my** team and [ch](1) I take Koshien and I manage my team then **then** means Korea.
13. (2) Korean means work. (15 sec. 17 words, PA: 3 sec)
14. D: Work? (1 sec. 1 word)
15. A: Work. Work is **my work means** managing team and
16. D: Uhhun (1 sec)
17. A: match **match** mode is (1) also playing without difference. (11 sec. 14 words, PA: 1 sec)

*Note.* (number): pausing time, [umm] filled pauses, **bold:** repetition, **bold italics:** self-repair, *italics:* L1 (*translation*), PA: total pausing time, SR: speech rate, PR: pause/time ratio

D uses lots of L1 when she is having difficulties with output in the first cycle above (Lines 3, 5-6, 9). The amount of pausing time, the use of L1 and filled pauses are salient. A also has a hard time to construct his explanation, struggling with lots of repetitions and pauses (Lines 7, 10, 12, 15, 17).

The following excerpt shows how D’s language output on the same topic changes in the fifth cycle. In this cycle she is talking with Y, the fifth visitor. Student D still pauses in several places but much less than in the first cycle: Pause/time ratios are 0.5 in Cycle 1 but 0.11 in Cycle 5 in the turns with over 20 seconds. Here she is explaining a computer game FIFA on-line (an on-line soccer game) pretty smoothly, though she was using L1 a lot in the first cycle: Speech rates are 0.19 in Cycle 1, but 1.12 in Cycle 5 in the same turns above.
Excerpt 2: Cycle 5
18. Y: Eh, shI know the title of game, but I didn’t play game. (18sec. 12 words)
19. (2)
20. D: This this game has two modes, (2) one is carrier mode and match mode. Carrier mode
21. play with computers, but match mode play with (1) other players in um by internet. You
22. manage your favor favorite team manage
23. Y: Ha? (1sec)
24. D: manage
25. Y: Ah, sh (1.5sec)
26. D: your favorite team and you get points through the games. (1) Humm, (2) I had carrier
27. mode um? match mode more interesting than carrier mode. (4) Do you know it? (65sec. 58 words, PA: 7 sec, SR: 1.12, PR: 0.11)

Example 2: Student B
The following excerpts (3-5) are speech samples of student B. He explains the same issue ‘tae kwon do’ in the three cycles. He is an advanced English speaker, who stayed in the US from the first to the fourth grade in elementary school.

Excerpt 3: Cycle 2
28. Well, the biggest difference is that (1) judo don’t use legs, they don’t have leg attacks but
29. this ‘tae kwon do’ is, like kind of, they have they attack with both hands and legs, but
30. usually legs they use legs to attack.

Excerpt 4: Cycle 3
31. Ummm, well, first of all, judo doesn’t use legs
32. Yes, ah, they are like (.) when they tuckle they use legs but (.) ah:::hn, what can I say.
33. ‘tae kwon do’ is like kind of kicking skills, they have kicking skills. They use hands, but
34. usually they use legs. Their legs are much more stronger than hands.

Excerpt 5: Cycle 5
35. … ah::n, (.) this is a kind of traditional sport in Korea. Ah::h, well (1) You wear similar sh
36. uniforms (1) like judo↑ but ah::h, well, the biggest difference from judo is like is (1) sh
37. use foot. They can use foot to kick the other person. Hhhhh.
38. EhAnd so (. ) they can use both hands and both legs, but (. ) usually they use legs to
39. **attack**

Note. *Italics*: prefabricated chunks, *Underlines*: reformulations over the cycles.

B said “judo don’t use legs” (Line 28) in the second cycle, but corrected it to “judo doesn’t use legs” (Line 31) in the third cycle, though he didn’t repair it on the spot in the second cycle. He also used the expression “they use legs to attack” (Line 38-39) in the fifth cycle, which was reformulated (Line 30) in the second cycle. He said *legs* (Lines 28-30) in the second and (Lines 31-32, 34) third cycles but used *foot* instead (Line 37) for the same meaning in the fifth cycle, which is more precise. He also inserted lots of prefabricated chunks such as ‘well’, ‘like’, ‘kind of’, ‘what can I say?’ instead of unfilled/filled pauses.

**Summary and discussion**

As we have seen, learners’ language output improved through immediate task repetitions of the poster carousel in terms of fluency (see Figure 1). Individual learners’ output, however, was observed to be influenced by their interlocutor, such as positive/negative effects on pair speech rates and their use of different lengths of turns. Speakers with long turns were observed to have a negative effect on each other, while a speaker with long turns seems to have received a positive effect by a short turn speaker in terms of the pair speech rate and the use of long turns. Learners also syntactically and semantically reformulated their language output through task repetitions. The topics unfamiliar in their culture seem to have been repeatedly asked, such as ‘tae kwon do’, ‘FIFA’ (a popular on-line soccer game in Korea), and unknown movies in Japan. Learners were often seen to repeatedly reform their explanation for their interlocutor to understand.

In the questionnaire almost all the students noticed that the use of unfilled pauses, filled pauses, repetitions, and L1 or Japanese decreased over successive cycles. A couple of students mentioned the conversation went smoothly when their interlocutor was interested in the topic. Their interlocutor’s interest in the topic would also affect their lengths of turns. Further study of qualitative analysis of individual cases is needed to see the nature of interaction by different interlocutors. In the discussion about the merit of doing this task, most students mentioned they could get to know each other better and enjoyed this task. In addition, they realized that it became easier and easier to explain the poster by repeating the information. The social aspect in the implementation of this task is again seen to be an important phase in task completion.

**Conclusion**

Now common questions in teaching come into mind. Is it really necessary to make error corrections every time? Is language messiness in the peer conversation a negative aspect in language learning? In secondary schools in Japan, in general, error correction is still teachers’ main concern. Fossilization through the messiness of peer conversation is often said to be teachers’ concern as well.

With all the facts we have seen in this paper, I would like to conclude that learners have the potential to reformulate their own language through task repetitions even without
teacher intervention, and furthermore that the messiness in their speech is a natural phenomenon and could be necessary to proceduralize the language. Larsen-Freeman (2006) argues as follows:

The messiness is not ‘noise’, but rather a natural part of dynamically emergent behavior assembled by the individual with a dynamic history of engaging in such tasks, with his or her own self-identified (or jointly identified) target of opportunities for growth. (p. 615)

Notes:
1 One student has Chinese nationality among six students whose first language is Japanese. She grew up in Japan since she was three years old.
2 In Lynch and Maclean’s studies, each pair produced one poster, but in this study each participant produces one poster based on his/her culture. In this way there are more chances that visitors may ask the same questions about issues in the different culture they are unfamiliar with.
3 In this way we can solve some problems of speech data: short turns in general make a speech rate fast while long turns slow it down; there are some variation of the number of words and time spent in a turn, e.g., some include 17 words in 9 second while some only 4 or 5 words in over 20 seconds.
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